
VICHY - 30 June 

Race 1 

1. FALCO DES AGETS - Strong mounted form including victory in this grade at Amiens last month. Key 

player. 

2. CASSIOPEE DU MEYX - Unplaced in three mounted starts. Others preferred. 

3. FATSBY DE GUEZ - Plenty to prove after a heavy defeat in a weaker Laval mounted start 21 days 

ago. 

4. DOUCE PRINCESSE - 13L sixth in a weaker mounted event on penultimate outing. Sharp progress 

needed. 

5. CYBELE D'HERMES - Fair previous two driven starts and has shown some ability in mounted company 

thus far. Place chance. 

6. FANSONNETTE DALBER - Completed an easier mounted double prior to a fine third at this level 

fifteen days ago. In the mix. 

7. CALIN DES MOISSONS - 25L fifth in this class two starts ago at Nantes. More needed. 

8. DADDY CASH - Well held eighth at Lisieux eighteen days ago but claims on previous solid mounted 

form. 

9. EKEREN - Good 4L second in this grade prior to a pair of DQs. Has ability but frustrating. 

10. EROS DU FOSSE - 6.25L sixth in a Marseille-Borely driven event at the start of this month. Not ruled 

out on mounted debut without rear shoes. 

11. FLUO MESLOIS - Midfield in a pair of stronger mounted starts prior to a DQ at Laval. This is a more 

suitable target. 

Summary 

FALCO DES AGETS (1) arrives in top form after scoring at this level in a mounted contest at Amiens last 

month. Notable runner finding a winnable race. FANSONNETTE DALBER (6) delivered a fine third among 

this company after completing a mounted double prior. Key player. DADDY CASH (8) warrants respect 

having shown ability at this level. Each way claims. FLUO MESLOIS (11) may offer more dropping in 

standard. Include in multiples. 

Selections 

FALCO DES AGETS (1) - FANSONNETTE DALBER (6) - DADDY CASH (8) - FLUO MESLOIS (11)  



Race 2 

1. HEMERA TURGOT - Failed to complete without shoes in a weaker Amiens autostart thirteen days ago. 

Others make more appeal. 

2. HESTA MESLOISE - 5L fourth in a course and distance walk up in this grade earlier this month. Each 

way option. 

3. HERMINE DAIRPET - DQ in a grass walk up 52 days ago but better expected on this surface. 

4. HINOUCHE DE ROMAZ - Breakthrough 1.25L victory on reappearance ten days ago. Could go well 

raised in class with confidence up. 

5. HERMINE DU MESLIER - Fair runs in this company over track and trip including third two starts ago. 

Place claims. 

6. HARMONIE DE SOYORA - Regressed in previous two driven outings but could bounce back to form 

in a weak affair. 

7. HESTIA DU COMTAL - Infrequent winner who failed to finish in this class at Lyon-Parilly thirteen days 

ago. Claims on earlier form. 

8. HOSANNA BLUE - Nineteen race maiden who has found the frame in this grade previously. Place at 

best. 

9. HIMALAYENNE EMESS - Failed to complete eight times from fourteen career starts. Others more 

reliable. 

10. HARMONY LA NUIT - 1.25L success in a track and trip walk up nine days ago. Top chance without 

shoes for the first time. 

11. HULTIMA - Third in a grass walk up on reappearance. May find further progress without shoes for the 

first time with a top driver booked. 

12. HARMONIE DU NOYER - Chasing a hat-trick after a pair of easier driven victories. Thereabouts. 

13. HARMONY DU RABUTIN - Improved 3.25L success here in a similar autostart a fortnight ago in this 

shoeing combination. Attractive claims. 

14. HELITE ELEVEN - Held eighth in a stronger Caen driven event on reappearance. Needs 

improvement. 

Summary 

HARMONY LA NUIT (10) produced a 1.25 win over course and distance. Expected to be involved in the 

finish without shoes for the first time. HARMONIE DU NOYER (12) demands respect aiming to complete 

a hat-trick after a pair of easier driven victories. Key chance. HARMONY DU RABUTIN (13) is consistent. 

Notable runner with a winning shoeing combination. HULTIMA (11) could find a placing securing a top 

driver second up after a break. 

Selections 

HARMONY LA NUIT (10) - HARMONIE DU NOYER (12) - HARMONY DU RABUTIN (13) - HULTIMA 

(11)  



Race 3 

1. I LOVE MACHINE - Two placings from six walk ups to date. Best watched on autostart debut. 

2. IRIS DE BELMONT - Unplaced in three autostarts thus far. Something to find. 

3. IPANEMA DE LOU - 2.75L success debuting in a grass walk up 31 days previously. Consider. 

4. ISTELLE D'OURVILLE - Got off the mark two starts ago in a weaker walk up. Place chance. 

5. IDOLE ELDE - 5.5L sixth in this grade ten days ago at Cherbourg. More needed debuting in an 

autostart. 

6. ILE DESERTE - Good 5.5L walk up success sandwiched between a pair of DQs. Key player if 

completing. 

7. IQUITA GRIFF - Nose runner up on second autostart effort at Lignieres seventeen days ago. In the 

mix. 

8. INNAMORATA BLOTAIE - Three straight DQs since resuming. Others more reliable. 

9. IMAGE D'AM - Three failures to complete from four career starts. Hard to enthuse. 

10. IOSIS DUEM - Fair fourth debuting at Toulouse in a weaker autostart. Entitled to come forward second 

up. 

11. INSKA DE GUEZ - Two placings from seven outings thus far and failed to complete on autostart debut 

two back. Prefer to watch. 

12. INNATENDUE - Yet to hit the frame in five career starts. More needed debuting in an autostart.  

13. IRONIE DE BASSARD - Fourth in both weaker walk ups thus far. Progress needed but early days. 

14. INDIRA DE BUSSET - One place from four autostart runs. Not ruled out for a frame visit in a weak 

affair. 

15. IRIS DAXEL - Prodigious filly out of a Ready Cash mare making her debut. Keep in mind after a fine 

barrier trial. 

16. IDYLLE CAMELIA - Improved grass third after a pair of DQs. Could find a placing. 

Summary 

ILE DESERTE (6) failed to complete in two of three attempts. Did score impressively by 5.5L on 

penultimate outing and is a top chance if able to finish. IRIS DAXEL (15) profiles well first up as a 

Prodigious filly out of a Ready Cash mare. Respected if strong in the market after a fine barrier trial. 

IPANEMA DE LOU (3) delivered a victory on debut in a grass walk up. Consider. IOSIS DUEM (10) may 

improve on second start following a fine fourth at Toulouse. 

Selections 

ILE DESERTE (6) - IRIS DAXEL (15) - IPANEMA DE LOU (3) - IOSIS DUEM (10)  



Race 4 

1. DOLLY DU CARBONEL - Down the field in this grade over track and trip nine days ago. Unlikely to 

feature. 

2. EDEN DE LA MOIRE - Midfield in a weaker autostart sixteen days ago. Could improve without shoes 

for the first time. 

3. EOLE D'ORVAL - Eighth in previous pair of weaker walk ups. Others readily preferred. 

4. ENDO D'AZIF - Failed to complete when strong in the market on previous couple of driven starts. Key 

player with a new shoeing combination. 

5. EN TOI J'ESPERE - Third in a grass walk up on second start since resuming. May go well with a 

favourable record barefoot. 

6. DIDJI DU MESSI - 4.5L sixth in a weaker course and distance walk up 23 days ago. Consider. 

7. D'AMOUR DE MAGNY - 2.25L fourth in a weaker track and trip walk up earlier this month. Place claims. 

8. DILF DE CHAMANT - 7.25L fifth over track and trip at a lower level nine days ago. Placing at best. 

9. BOLERO DU SABLIER - Scored in two of previous three starts in this grade including an autostart 

success nine days ago. Go close. 

10. EFFIGIE MADRIK - Fourth in this grade prior to a heavy defeat at La Capelle. Others preferred. 

11. EAGLE MESLOIS - Down the field at Vincennes last time but is two from three over track and trip. 

Frame chance. 

12. ENZO RIVER - Mixed driven form this campaign but won on sole attempt at this distance. Not ruled 

out. 

13. ELEGANT DU LUPIN - Fine fourth at Meslay du Maine after a victory in better company previously. 

Thereabouts for a top trainer. 

14. CADET - Fourth and fifth in previous pair of starts in this standard. In the mix racing barefoot. 

Summary 

ELEGANT DU LUPIN (13) was a good fourth at Meslay-du-Maine. Scored in a stronger driven event prior 

and a forward showing is likely for a leading trainer. BOLERO DU SABLIER (9) arrives in top form with 

two victories from his previous three attempts in this grade. Notable runner. ENDO D'AZIF (4) may bounce 

back competing in a new shoeing combination. Keep safe. DIDJI DU MESSI (6) is respected. Can make 

the frame on best form. CADET (14) holds place claims. 

Selections 

ELEGANT DU LUPIN (13) - BOLERO DU SABLIER (9) - ENDO D'AZIF (4) - DIDJI DU MESSI (6) - 

CADET (14)  



Race 5 

1. GRETA DU CORTA - Two DQs since resuming. Others more reliable. 

2. GENY SPEEDHYCAT - Scored in a weaker walk up at Graignes without shoes on penultimate outing. 

Not ruled out. 

3. GARNICA DE CHENU - Fine second three back but failed to complete in previous couple of starts. 

Others preferred. 

4. GRACE D'ALOUETTE - 2.75L third in a grass walk up on reappearance. Not expected to feature back 

on this surface. 

5. GALAXIE DU JUILLE - Infrequent winner who was down the field in a country grass event three days 

ago. Opposed. 

6. GOUTTE D'OR JOBI - Made a breakthrough victory at Strasbourg prior to three consecutive DQs. Has 

ability but frustrating. 

7. GAZELLE VOGOULIERE - Third in a minor walk up ten days ago. This looks a tougher assignment. 

8. GELINOTTE DAIRPET - Two DQs in previous three outings. Claims if bouncing back to previous good 

placed form but others more reliable. 

9. GAZELLE DE MONTS - 5.5L third in this grade at Nantes second up. Thereabouts. 

10. GRENADA YAMM - 2.5L fourth in this company at Toulouse over 2950m earlier this month. Each way 

chance. 

11. GLOIRE ROYALE - Well held ninth in a weaker track and trip event six days ago. Others make more 

appeal. 

12. GRANDE LADY - Midfield in a pair of weaker walk ups since resuming. Placing at best. 

13. GIRL DU DUDY - Held seventh in a grass walk up at this level 53 days ago. Not entirely dismissed if 

allowed an easy lead. 

14. GIGA DE LA VALLEE - 3L success over track and trip in weaker company a fortnight ago. Contender 

without shoes. 

15. GRANDISSIMA BLUE - A pair of midfield efforts in this grade prior to a DQ at Laval. Others preferred. 

16. GELA DE BELLOUET - Held eighth in a similar Laval walk up twelve days ago. Could improve in a 

new shoeing combination. 

Summary 

GIGA DE LA VALLEE (14) can deliver a double after winning a lesser track and trip walk up a fortnight 

ago. Leading contender in a winnable contest. GAZELLE DE MONTS (9) could improve on a 5.5L third at 

this level in a Nantes driven event. Thereabouts. GRENADA YAMM (10) was fourth in this class at 

Toulouse and is expected to challenge. GOUTTE D'OR JOBI (6) might bounce back if able to complete. 

Selections 

GIGA DE LA VALLEE (14) - GAZELLE DE MONTS (9) - GRENADA YAMM (10) - GOUTTE D'OR 

JOBI (6)  



Race 6 

1. HALIZA DE ROMAZ - Three DQs since resuming. Could improve without shoes for the first 

time. 

2. HAVANA DE VAL - Ten DQs in 23 career outings. Others more reliable. 

3. HECTAR SEVEN - Breakthrough victory in a weaker track and trip walk up without shoes for 

the first time two back. Can forgive latest DQ. 

4. HISTOIRE PHILS - 2.75L eighth in this company two starts ago. Not dismissed. 

5. HERMES SCOTT - Midfield in previous three weaker walk ups. Minor role likely. 

6. HERON DE JULLOU - 5.25L fifth in a weaker grass walk up seventeen days ago. Could 

improve back on this surface on earlier winning form. 

7. HASCHELEY BERRY - Dramatic improvement to win a weaker Strasbourg driven contest 

seventeen days ago. Unlikely to replicate given overall profile. 

8. HEROINE DES LOUPS - 3.25L success in this shoeing combination prior to a DQ latest. 

Capable of going close if completing.  

9. HERA DU DONJON - Five placings in previous six outings including over track and trip nine 

days ago. Key player. 

10. HARLEM DU BOULAY - In solid driven form this term including fourth here over 2800m 

earlier this month. In the mix. 

11. HOLLYWOOD DU BOIS - Impressive 10L success in a grass walk up over 2475m earlier 

this month without shoes for the first time. Frame chance but shoes back on. 

12. HAKA - Fine third three back but regressed subsequently. Drops in class but prefer to 

watch. 

13. HASPARNE DUEM - 4.5L third in a stronger Toulouse walk up on reappearance. Attractive 

option eased in class. 

Summary 

HERA DU DONJON (9) arrives in excellent placed form with five placings in her previous six 

starts including over track and trip. Top chance. HECTAR SEVEN (3) has a suitable opportunity 

after a first success two starts ago and is worth forgiving a latest DQ. HASPARNE DUEM (13) 

could find a frame position after a third at Toulouse first up. Capable of stripping fitter down in 

grade. HOLLYWOOD DU BOIS (11) could sneak a placing. 

Selections 

HERA DU DONJON (9) - HECTAR SEVEN (3) - HASPARNE DUEM (13) - HOLLYWOOD 

DU BOIS (11)  



Race 7 

1. REBELLA MATTERS - 0.5L runner up in stronger company at Enghien 

eleven days ago. Top chance for a notable trainer. 

2. DERBY DU DOLLAR - Yet to place in five autostarts. Work to do. 

3. SOBEL CONWAY - Held seventh in the G2 Prix Chambon P at Vincennes 

on reappearance. Expected to feature in the finish eased in grade without 

shoes. 

4. GALLANT WAY - Five placings from eleven autostarts prior and could 

bounce back from a pair of walk up DQs. Not ruled out for a place. 

5. DJANGO DU BOCAGE - Dramatic improvement to finish 0.5L third at 

Enghien in stronger company eleven days ago. Not guaranteed to replicate 

given overall profile. 

6. DOLLAR SOYER - Yet to reach the placings in seven autostarts. Others 

preferred. 

7. FOXTROT SEA - Improved nose success in a better Toulouse walk up 22 

days back. Strong claims having contested group events earlier in the 

campaign. 

8. GOLDEN BRIDGE - Dual autostart winner who arrives in mixed driven form 

but has held top company. Frame option. 

9. BACHERRA DU MOULIN - Two placings in stronger walk up events 

including three days ago. More on plate back in an autostart. 

Summary 

FOXTROT SEA (7) registered a nose success in a stronger Toulouse walk up. 

Top chance having contested Group affairs earlier in the campaign. REBELLA 

MATTERS (1) represents a leading trainer. Expected to go close after a 0.5L 

second at Enghien. SOBEL CONWAY (3) is another to consider eased 

significantly in grade after a seventh in the G2 Prix Chambon P at Vincennes 

on reappearance. GOLDEN BRIDGE (8) could reach the placings in an easier 

assignment. 

Selections 

FOXTROT SEA (7) - REBELLA MATTERS (1) - SOBEL CONWAY (3) - 

GOLDEN BRIDGE (8)  



Race 8 

1. FANGIO DES IRIS - 23L eighth in a course and distance walk up at this level 

nine days ago. Others preferred. 

2. FEMINISTU MAG - Third and a DQ in previous couple of autostarts. Hard to 

enthuse raised in grade. 

3. FRIPON DU JOUR - 7.5L ninth in a weaker Nancy walk up 28 days ago. Not 

expected to feature. 

4. FOLLE DE TOI - Down the field in a weaker Lyon-Parilly walk up earlier this 

month. Leap of faith required up in standard. 

5. GINKO DU ROUSSOIR - Completed a hat-trick of walk up wins at Vincennes 

in this class 40 days ago. Hard to beat. 

6. FORMI - Ten placings from fifteen starts without shoes including a victory at 

Marseille-Borely last start. More on plate back in a walk up at this level. 

7. GALON DE VIRE - 3L sixth in an Enghien autostart at this level eleven days 

ago. Place chance without shoes. 

8. GUERANDE - 2.75L fourth at Enghien in this grade of autostart eleven days 

ago. Place claims. 

9. FINE PERLE OF LOVE - Arrives in fine form after a 3.25L runner up in easier 

company at Vincennes twelve days ago. Frame angle. 

Summary 

GINKO DU ROUSSOIR (5) is likely to prove tough to pass after completing a 

hat-trick of walk up victories at Vincennes in this company 40 days ago. 

Impossible to oppose if replicating. FINE PERLE OF LOVE (9) could challenge 

after a 3.25L second at Vincennes. Definite frame contender. GUERANDE (8) 

and GALON DE VIRE (7) offer place claims on best form. Include for multiples. 

Selections 

GINKO DU ROUSSOIR (5) - FINE PERLE OF LOVE (9) - GUERANDE (8) - 

GALON DE VIRE (7) 

 


